Butterfly curves of the subsidiary absorption spin wave instability threshold microwave field amplitude versus static field have been measured at 10 GHz on a 12%pm-thick single crystal yttrium iron garnet film for two field configurations, one with the static magnetic field in plane and the microwave field out of plane (IP case) and the other with the static field normal to the tllm plane and the microwave field in plane (PI case). The results for the IP case are similar to earlier results which show a "kink" in the butterfly curve accompanied by a jump of the critical mode wave number k at the kink field. For the PI case, however, there is no observed kink effect. The different butterfly curves for the IP and PI cases are explained on the basis of a new theory for thin films which takes into account the discrete standing wave modes in the film. For the IP case, the theory yields critical modes with wave vectors in the film plane and the kink elfect as before. For the PI case, the critical modes have wave vector k components perpendicular to the film plane, the minimum threshold critical modes are modified significantly, and the theory yields smooth butterfly curves with no kink. Quantitative fits to the data were obtained, based on a single trial function for the k-dependent spin wave linewidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
The parametric excitation of spin waves in ferrite materials can give rise to a broad absorption region somewhat below the ferromagnetic resonance field and a corresponding butterfly curve of the instability threshold microwave field amplitude versus static field.' One important effect for single crystal yttrium iron garnet (YIG) spheres and inplane magnetized films is a distinct kink in the butterfly curve close to the point in field at which the top of the spin wave band at low wave number is at one-half the pump frequency.2*3 For the sphere case, the kink was explained on the basis of existing first order spin wave instability theory for bulk materials4 and a k-dependent spin wave relaxation rate which promotes a jump of the critical mode from high to low values of the wave number k at a critical static field.2
This work concerns subsidiary absorption butterfly curves for single crystal YIG films with the static magnetic field and saturation magnetization perpendicular to the film plane. In contrast with the situation for in-plane magnetized films, the butterfly curves for the perpendicular case show no kink. The absence of a kink is explained on the basis of the theory which goes beyond the usual continuum plane-wave spin wave approximation and takes into account the discrete standing wave nature of the thin film spin wave modes across the film thickness. For inplane magnetized films, the discrete nature of the standing modes forces the critical modes to have wave vectors which are in plane as well, and one obtains the same basic kink effect as in spheres. For the perpendicular magnetized film case, however, the critical modes are forced to have wavevector components perpendicular to the film plane. Here, ') On leave from the Slovak Technical University, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia. the discrete nature of the standing modes across the film thickness becomes important and leads to a smooth butterfly curve with no kink effect. The nature of the critical modes is modified significantly.
The experimental results are presented in the next section, Sec. II. The extended theory for lirst order spin wave instability is described in Sec. III, and connections between the theory and the data are given in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Subsidiary absorption data were obtained on ( 111) plane, 12%pm-thick YIG films at 9.4 GHz. The films were grown by conventional liquid phase epitaxy techniques on gadolinium gallium garnet substrates. They have narrow ferromagnetic resonance half power linewidths of about 0.5 Oe at 10 GHz. The butterfly curve data were obtained with a modified Varian 4500 microwave spectrometer. A traveling-wave tube (TWT) amplifier was added to the microwave system to obtain the necessary power levels to measure complete butterfly curves. In order to avoid sample heating problems, a microwave pin diode switch was used to control the microwave pulse length and duty cycle. All measurements were made at room temperature. The sample was placed in a TE102 rectangular cavity of moderate Q=3 100. The cavity was undercoupled and had a reflection coefficient of -9.54 dB at cavity resonance. Rectangular YIG film samples approximately 2 X 4 mm' in size were mounted on a sample holder which allowed for rotation of the sample to place the external magnetic field in plane or perpendicular to the film plane. For the inplane external field orientation, the microwave magnetic field was oriented perpendicular to the film plane. This configuration will be denoted as the IP configuration. For the perpendicular external field orientation, the microwave field was in the film plane. This configuration will be denoted as the PI configuration. Butterfly curves of the instability threshold microwave field amplitude hcrit as a function of the static field Hext were obtained with the technique of Patton and Jantz.2 The static field was swept at constant microwave power and the field point for the abrupt increase in absorption which marks the instability threshold was measured. This procedure was repeated for a large number of power levels, and the calibrated data were used to construct the butterfly curves reported below. The calibration to obtain the amplitude of the linearly polarized microwave field at the sample position in the cavity as a function of the microwave power incident on the cavity was obtained from the usual empty cavity approximation and electromagnetic theory. The calibration constant was 5.625 Oe2/W.
Typical butterfly curves for in-plane static field case (IP configuration) and the perpendicular static field case (PI configuration) are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), respectively. Each graph gives the threshold microwave field amplitude hctit versus the static external magnetic field Hext -The measured data points are shown by the solid circles. The solid curves show theoretical fits which will be discussed in Sec. IV. The field and pump configurations for each configuration are shown by the figure insets. Note that the microwave field h is out of plane for the in-plane magnetized film IP configuration and in plane for the perpendicular magnetized film PI configuration. These pumping geometries will be important for the theory and analysis of Sets. III and IV. The kink in the butterfly curve in Fig. 1 (a) near He,= 1000 Oe for the IP configuration is clearly evident. The butterfly curve in Fig. 1 (b) for the PI configuration shows no kink. In this case, the measured threshold curve of hctit versus external field Hex, is smooth and without extra structure.
The above experimental results demonstrate the differences in the butterfly curves for in-plane and out-of-plane magnetized films. For the in-plane case, there is a distinct kink effect. In the out-of-plane case, there is no kink at all and the butterfly curve is smooth and undecorated. The origin of the kink, briefly stated above, is related to the k dependence of the spin wave relaxation rate or the equivalent spin wave linewidth which promotes instability for low k modes. This causes a jump in the critical mode from high k to low k at the point in external field where low k modes become available at one-half the pump frequency.
This jump in the critical mode wave number k is the origin of the butterfly curve kink, both for spheres2 and for inplane magnetized films.3 For spheres and in-plane magnetized films, these jumps are allowed because the k vectors for the critical modes in these cases are more-or-less continuous and not constrained by the sample shape. For the out-of-plane magnetized film case, the critical modes have k vectors with out-of-plane k components. These out-ofplane k components are quantized in units of n-/d, where d is the thickness of the film. This constraint on k modifies the theory, changes the minimum threshold critical modes, and eliminates the kink. The relevant theory and connections to the data shown in Fig. 1 are presented in Sets. III and IV below.
Ill. THEORY As indicated above, the origin of the differences in the butterfly curves in Fig. 1 lies in the effect of the thin film and pumping geometry on the critical modes for minimum threshold in the two cases. The theory in Ref. 4 considers spin wave modes in the plane wave approximation. These modes are strictly applicable only for wave numbers which are much larger than s-/d, where d is a nominal sample dimension such as the sphere diameter or, in this case, the film thickness. The kink effect described above involves k = 0 spin waves. Chen and Patton have addressed the kink problem for spheres by developing an instability for coupled magnetostatic modes.5 Wiese6 has developed a general instability theory which analyzes the nonlinear dynamics for the true eigenmodes of an ellipsoidal sample, and successfully applied the theory to the analysis of a fine structure in the threshold curves for single crystal YIG spheres. This theory has now been refined and extended to the specific situation of thin films. This thin film instability theory is able to explain, among other things, the absence of the kink effect for the PI configuration, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . A full account of the theory will be published elsewhere. ' The material below summarizes basic physical considerations and operational equations from the theory. Connections with the experimental results of Sec. II are presented in Sec. IV.
tz
PIG. 2. Coordinate representations for the field, magnetization, and spin wave propagation directions, sample orientations, and pumping configurations: (a) coordinate system for the external magnetic field at, static magnetization M,, and the spin wave wave-vector k with propagation angles B,, and qSk; (b) coordinate system for the IP configuration with the thin film in the y-z plane, Hat and MS in the z direction, and the microwave field h in the x direction; (c) coordinate system for the PI configuration with the thin film in the x-y plane, H,,, and MS in the z direction, and the microwave field h in the y direction. In (b) and (c), schematic elliptical precession cone diagrams for the uniform precession mode in the IP and PI configurations are also shown. In these diagrams, the e+ and ev parameters denote the relative amplitudes of the x and y components of the uniform precession microwave magnetization responses in the two cases.
The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 2 . The upper diagram in Fig. 2(a) shows the spin wave wavevector configuration. The magnetic sample is magnetized to saturation in the z direction. The static field H,, and the static magnetization vector MS lie along the z axis. The spin wave wave-vector k is specified by the wave-number k and the usual polar and azimuthal propagation angles, ok and c$~, respectively. The connections with the experimental field and pumping configurations for the in-plane static field IP configuration and the perpendicular static field PI configuration are indicated by the diagrams in the lower part of Fig. 2 . For the IP configuration, shown by the diagram in Fig. 2(b) in the lower left part of Fig. 2 , the static field is in plane, along the z direction, and the microwave field is out of plane, along the x direction. For the PI configuration, shown by the diagram in Fig. 2(c) in the lower right part of Fig. 2 , the static field is out of plane, and the microwave field is in plane and along the y direction. For subsidiary absorption in YIG at x band, both pumping configurations yield elliptically polarized uniform precession modes with the major axes of the precession cones perpendicular to the pump fields, as shown by the x-y precession cone ellipses in the diagrams. The relative lengths of the principal ellipse axes are denoted in terms of ellipticity factors E, and ev. These factors will be important in the analysis given below.
A crucial consideration for subsidiary absorption in bulk materials and thin films is in the values of 6k and $k for the strongest coupling. This will determine the propagation directions for the modes with the lowest threshold. These minimum threshold modes will be termed the critical modes for instability. In the bulk theory and in the thin film theory, it is found that the coupling is strongest when the polar propagation angle 0k is approximately 7r/4. This result will be evident from the coupling equations given below. The azimuthal propagation angle #k for the minimum threshold critical modes is related to the spin wave ellipticity. Quantitative considerations are given below. The basic result in the bulk theory is that the coupling is strongest for C& such that the spin wave elliptical precession cone orientation matches the uniform mode elliptical precession cone orientation. This occurs when the x-y plane projection of the spin wave wave-vector k is perpendicular to the major axis of the uniform mode precession ellipse. With reference to the spin wave wave-vector diagram in Fig. 2 (a), this condition is satisfied for the IP configuration in Fig. 2(b) for &=O. Note that, in this case, the major axis of the uniform mode ellipse is along the y axis. For the PI configuration in Fig. 2(c) , the matchup occurs for &=7r/2.
In this case, the uniform mode ellipse major axis is along the x axis. The bulk theory, therefore, leads to critical modes with out-of-plane k components for both of the cases of interest here.
The critical mode $k value for thin films may be different from the bulk case value because of the need to impose restrictions on the available k vectors. For thin films, the out-of-plane k components are limited to discrete values given by kl =nr/d, where n is some positive integer. As will be discussed below, the extended instability theory for thin films leads to a larger instability threshold field, relative to the bulk theory, for critical modes with a nonzero k, . For the IP configuration in Fig. 2(b) , this results in a change in the critical mode $J~ value from #k=O to $k=rr/2 in order to push kl to zero so that the critical mode k vector is now in plane. The full continuum of k values is then allowed, the bulk theory is again applicable, and one obtains the same basic kink effect as in spheres. This is the result shown in Fig. 1 (a) .
Due to the geometry of the problem, the situation is different for the PI configuration with the static field perpendicular to the film plane. It is clear from Figs. 2(a) and 2 (C) that for a given 19~ value in the ?r/4 range, k, will always be approximately equal to k/21'2. No rotation in 4k can serve to reduce k, to zero. In this case, therefore, one must include the effect of the true thin film standing modes with k, =nn-/d on the critical modes and the resulting microwave threshold field amplitude. As will be shown in Sec. IV, these considerations lead to ( 1) no kink effect and (2) a smooth butterfly curve for the perpendicular static field PI configuration. It is significant that the extended theory can be used to fit quantitatively the butterfly curve data for both configurations with the same choice of relax-ation rate or spin wave linewidth parameters. These fits will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV.
The analytic theory follows the basic formalism of Suhl,' Schliimann,' and Patton,4 modified appropriately to deal with the true eigenmodes of the sample.6 For the thin film case, these eigenmodes are the usual spin wave modes modified appropriately to account for the discrete values of kL discussed above. The basic results are summarized below. The full theoretical development is given in Ref. 7. The summary uses the basic notation established in Refs. 6 and 7.
Consider the set of standing spin wave amplitudes bk which are parametrically pumped by a linearly polarized microwave magnetic field of amplitude h and frequency wp applied perpendicular to the static field and saturation magnetization direction. The parametric excitation of the standing spin wave modes at the half pumping frequency 0+/2 can be described by an equation of the form
where bk is a complex spin wave amplitude, rlk is a phenomenological relaxation rate, and wk is the frequency of the bk mode. The ckkl coefficient describes the coupling between the microwave pump field h and the ( bk,bkf ) standing modes. It is important to emphasize that Eq. ( 1) applies to standing modes, that is, to modes composed of the superposition of two modes with wave vectors of + k and -k. Specific expressions for these ckkt coefficients from the bulk theory and the extended theory for thin films will be given shortly. The relaxation rate qk is often given in linewidth units by means of a spin wave linewidth parameter ~k=2~&, where y is the gyromagnetic ratio for the material, taken as positive. For YIG, y is equal to 1.76 X 10m7 Oe-' s-i or 2a * 2.8 GHz/kOe. It is important to note that the relaxation parameters AH, and r]k are k dependent. The use of appropriate trial functions for Mk( k) are crucial to obtain good fits between theory and data for butterfly curves in single crystal YIG.2V829 Such a trial function for AHk(k>, based on Ref. 2, will play an important role in the fits of the theory to the data presented in sec. IV.
Equation (1) is the basic equation which leads to expressions for the spin wave instability threshold microwave field amplitude hcrit for particular sets of spin waves at wave-vector k and frequency ok'"@/2.
Based on explicit expressions for the ckkt, one solves Eq. ( 1) for the time dependent bk( t). For the microwave field amplitude h below some threshold value, h,, the bk(t) decay to zero. When h exceeds h,, the bk( t) diverge. One then determines the minimum such threshold field based on the available spin wave modes for a given static field He,. From the (wk-@d2) term in Eq.
( 1 >, the minimum threshold modes are generally limited to frequencies near w k'ti/2. This minimum threshold will be denoted as hcrit. These theoretical hctit values correspond to the measured hcrit values shown in Fig. 1 . The above procedure is tedious and usually requires numerical methods. In the bulk theory, the ckkI coefficients are diagonal. That is, the ckkt are nonzero only when k = k' is satisfied. In this limit, it is possible to use a much simpler procedure to determine thresholds. One simply sets dk( t) in Eq. ( 1) to zero, solves the resulting equation for h,, and then determine the minimum threshold as indicated above. This is the basic approach used in Refs. 4 and 6-10, and, where applicable, the approach to be used here.
First, consider the results for first order instability in the bulk sample or thick film limit. As discussed here, the ckk' coefficients are diagonal in this case. The bulk theory ckkt are given by cklk= (cos &&+i sin f$kpyk)skk,,
where the pi and p" factors reflect the variation in coupling with the azimuthal spin wave angle #k. These factors are obtained as /,;=&I& sin t& cos @&x+~y~k)/~k and
Hk+6&, Sh ek COS ek(Ey+ExEk)/Ek.
In Eqs. (3) and (4)) w,= y47rM, denotes the saturation induction 4%-M$ in frequency units, and the E, , ev, and ek parameters are ellipticity factors. These ellipticity factors play a key role in the quantitative theory and will be considered in detail shortly.
It is important to note the ok dependence of the coupling coefficients in Eqs. (3) and (4). From the sin ok cos ok factor in both equations, it is clear that the coupling between the microwave pump field h and the ( bk,bkr) modes is strongest for a polar spin wave propagation angle 6$ near ?r/4. A small effect on the t& value for maximum coupling occurs due to the ok dependence of ek in the ellipticity terms in Eqs. (3) and (4), but the basic point for emphasis here is that, where possible, the minimum threshold critical modes will have longitudinal k components, along the z axis in the diagrams of Fig. 2 , and transverse k components, in the x-y plane, which are roughly equal. This 7r/4 positioning of the k vector for the minimum threshold critical modes is important for bulk samples and will be especially important for thin films. The diagram in Fig. 2 (a) deliberately reflects this positioning.
Turn now to the $k preferences for the minimum threshold critical modes which are implied by Eqs. (l)-(4). The relative magnitudes of the pi and /k factors determine the $k preference. If pi is greater than pyk, the minimum threshold critical modes will have 4k=O. If p'k is greater than p$, then the critical mode azimuthal angle will flip to #k=r/2. This is the same &flip effect first discussed in Ref. 4. It is important to note that these $k preferences are directly tied to the ellipticity matchup considerations discussed above. It is the matchup between the spin wave ellipticity and the uniform precession cone projections shown in Fig. 2 that determines the $k preferences given above.
The ellipticity factors given in Eqs. (3) and (4) play a crucial role in the theory. The eX and ev factors, and an e. factor defined below, apply to the polarization of uniform mode discussed above and denoted schematically in Fig. 2 .
These factors describe the complex uniform precession reok. This means that the spin wave ellipticity factor ek can sponse to an applied microwave pump field h * cos (w,t), be viewed as a ok-dependent function ek( 6,). The f& detaken as the real part of h * exp ( -iw,t) , where h is the pendence of ek is relatively weak, however, and serves only amplitude of the microwave pumping field defined above.
to shift the minimum threshold critical mode wave vector The x-y plane complex microwave magnetization response to ok values slightly smaller than ?r/4. Note that the confor the uniform precession mode, m(t), is given by dition ek( 0,) ) 1 is always satisfied.
where x and y represent unit vectors along the positive x and y axes for the diagrams in Fig. 2 . The ex and E,, terms reflect the lengths of the principal ellipse axes for the uniform mode precession cones in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). These factors may be written in analytic form in terms of Larmor and antiLarmor terms in the uniform mode off-resonance response, XL= l/(wp-wO> and X,= l/(op+oO), respectively. For the in-plane static field IP configuration, ex and E,, are given by El = (XL--X*J/EiJ and (6) The E,, E,, , and ek factors given above can be used to verify #k=O preference for the IP configuration and the 4k=?r/2 preference for the PI configuration. For subsidiary absorption, the static field is always well below the field for FMR. In this situation, the Larmor and antilarmor X, and X, terms are both positive and X,>X, is satisfied. As noted above, the spin wave elhpticity factor ek always satisfies ek> 1. For the IP configuration, Hint=Hext and wH< ou are also true. Based on the above connections for the IP configuration, one obtains the condition E,,> E, and finally the relation pg> & This corresponds to the #k=O preference discussed above. In the PI configuration, one obtains yk > pi, corresponding to a $k=r/2 preference. Ej = (x,+xA),
In the above, ou denotes the uniform mode or ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency given by the Kittel equation and wH=yI& denotes a static internal field frequency parameter. For the IP configuration, with the static field in plane, the static internal field Hint is equal to the static external field &.
For the PI configuration, with the static field perpendicular to the film plane, one has the condition Hint=Hext--TMs.
The corresponding E, and E,, factors for the perpendicular static field PI configuration are given by Return now to the instability threshold field. For bulk samples or thick films, one obtains the spin wave instability threshold field amplitude htsik from Eq. ( 1) with &k(t) set to zero and ckkt taken as diagonal and specified by cpik in Eq. (2). The result can be written as 
Note also that the above factors correspond to the ellipse orientations given in the lower diagrams in Fig. 2 . The precession ellipse major axis for the IP configuration in Fig. 2(b) is in plane and along the y axis. The precession ellipse major axis for the PU configuration in Fig. 2(c) is along the x axis.
The "Min" specification in Eq. (8) indicates that the entire (vk/ 1 c$n 1) expression must be minimized with respect to the available spin wave k values and subject to the condition tik"wd2. Equation ( 11) is equivalent to the results in Ref. 4 for bulk ellipsoidal samples. From the ek dependence of the c~" coupling coefficient given through the ok dependent terms in Eqs. (3) and (4), it is clear that the minimization selects Critical Spin wave modes with ok approximately equal to rr/4. The +k=O preference applicable to the IP configuration and the I$k=%-/2 preference applicable to the PI conllguration have been discussed above. Specific threshold field formulas from the bulk theory for these configurations are given below as h$$+ll and htn$!+' , respectively
The Ed ellipticity factor in Eq. (2) is for the spin waves at frequency wk. This spin wave elhpticity factor is given by Ek=Wk/[Y(&nt+ Dk2) I,
where D is the material spin wave stiffness constant, typically 5.4~ 10B9 for YIG. Recall that the minimum threshold spin waves are at ok=w/2. This condition, in combination with the spin wave dispersion relation,
yields a specific and simple connection between the spin wave mode wave-number k and polar propagation angle Note that the p$ and p"k terms in Eqs. ( 14) and (15) have additional "/I " and "I " superscripts to specifically indicate the applicable ex and E,, ellipticity factors from Eqs.
(6)-( 10). These ellipticity factors are different for the IP and PI configurations. As mentioned above, in doing the minimization to determine hcrit , it is also necessary to include a k-dependent spin wave relaxation rate r]k or spin wave linewidth mk. The bulk theory formulas given in Eqs. ( 14) and ( 15), in combination with this k-dependent spin wave linewidth, yield the same basic kink effect as in spheres. The data in Ref. 3 and in Sec. II show that a kink effect is seen for the parallel case but not for the perpendicular case. The dif-ference lies in the effect of the thin film sample geometry and the static field configuration on the minimum threshold critical modes.
The qualitative aspects of the theory differences for thin films were briefly introduced above. There are three basic quantitative changes from the bulk theory. First, the nonzero cktk coefficients are no longer purely diagonal. There are off-diagonal ckk' elements for which the perpendicular components of k and k', to be denoted by /cl and ki , respectively, differ by ?r/d. Second, these off-diagonal elements in ckk I are smaller than their bulk theory counterparts by a factor of 2/r. Third, the ckk' formulas dz&!r in form for the IP and PI configurations under consideration here.
The thin film theory yields the following c&r coupling coefIicients for the IP and PI configurations:
The notation is the same as used for the bulk theory equations. As before, the p$ and p" terms in Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17) have additional II and 1 superscripts to specifically indicate the applicable E, and ev ellipticity factors from Eqs. (6)-( 10). The key differences here from the bulk theory and Eq. (2) are in the 2/r multipliers and the Sk, ,kL *&d factors which render the cos &&~-'l element in Eq. (16) and the entire coefficient in Eq. ( 17) nondiagonal. The ckk' coefficients have elements which now couple pairs of standing spin wave modes with kl values which dlTer by r/d. The 2/r factors always appear with these 8% ,kL ar,d delta function terms. For the IP configuration and Eq. (16), only the first element, the cos #k&l' or &=O preference term is affected. For the PI configuration and Eq. (17), the entire coefficient is affected. These differences from the diagonal ckkr in the bulk theory and the SpedC differences between the ckkJ coefficients given above for the IP and PI configurations lead to the preservation of the kink effect for the in-plane static field IP configuration, as in spheres, and the disappearance of the effect for the PI configuration.
The new features in the theory for thin films are contained in the 2/r coupling factor for terms involving critical modes with a nonzero kl and in the coupling of pairs of spin wave modes differing in kl by z-/d. Similar features have been observed by Rezende and Azevedo in connection with a general first order instability theory for parallelopiped shaped samples. l1
The solutions to Eq. ( 1) with ckk! coefficients as given in Eq. ( 16) Eq. (17), with coupled modes separated in kl by z-/d, makes it necessary to examine complete coupled mode solutions rather than single bk(t) behaviors. It is useful to examine two limiting cases before discussing specific solutions for the critical modes and instability threshold microwave field amplitude results for the two static field configurations. The point of distinction between these two cases is the frequency separation of the pair modes separated in k, by r/d, relative to the spin wave relaxation rate qk. This difference Will be specified by &k= dwk/akl * ?r/d. In the first case, case A, the condition &&r]k is satisfied. The limit would be valid for nonzero &+/dkl and thin films, for example. In the second case, case B, the condition &k(r]k is satisfied. This limit would apply to (i) very thick films or (ii) situations for which dwk/8kL is zero. The thick film limit, case (B) (i), corresponds essentially to bulk materials. Here, one expects that the thin film theory would reduce to the bulk formulas discussed above. The aok/dk, ===0 condition, case B (ii), represents a specific connection between the wave-number k and spin wave polar angle ek for Spin WaVeS at freqUeUCy mk 'a& For case B (ii), the basic equations for threshold fields from the bulk theory would apply, but with the Min condition replaced by the condition &k/dk, =O. The two limiting case A and case B situations are indicated schematically in Fig. 3 . Both diagrams in Fig. 3 show the spin wave frequency ok for sequences of coupled mode pairs versus the perpendicular wave-vector component kL . The individual modes are shown by the solid and open circles. The coupled modes have kL values which are spaced rr/d apart and frequency values which are 6mk apart. The lines of mode circles are positioned in frequency in a symmetric fashion relative to the half pump frequency, o/2. The diagrams also have two horizontal dashed lines which show a frequency band of width 2qk and centered at w/2. Figure 3 (a) is for the case A limit, 6tik)vk. For this situation, the mode separation in frequency is much greater than the frequency width 2qk. The mode circles closest to w/2 are both outside the 2qk band. The numerical solutions of Eq. (1) for both configurations in this thin film limit show that the two modes closest to w/2, indicated by the solid circles, are the modes which are most strongly coupled to the microwave field and which dominate the instability process. Figure 3 (b) is for the case B limit, &,&k. The layout of the diagram in Fig. 3(b) is the same as in Fig. 3 (a) , but with the 27,+ band shown on an expanded scale. In this cjtik(qk limit, the circles which represent the individual modes are more closely spaced in frequency than before. As a result, there are many modes inside the 2r]k band. It is important to note at this point that the relaxation rate qk represents a physical frequency broadening for individual modes. This means that the mode circles within the 2~~ band really have no separate identity as individual distinct modes. Because of this r]k broadening, the diagram in Fig.  3 (b) corresponds to a coupling to a single broadened mode at frequency tik=@d2. All of the modes within the band are collectively coupled to the microwave pumping field at op. Hence, all of the modes within 2qk band in Fig. 3(b) are shown by solid circles. This is more or less the same as the bulk situation. From the discussion above, however, the case B limit, atik(Tk, is possible under two conditions, ( 1) very thick films and (2) thin films and special values of the frequency @k and wave-vector k for which the condition d@k/akL =O is satisfied. These conditions have been specified as case B(i) and case B (ii), respectively.
The discussion above shows that the coupled mode scheme can be quite different for thin films, thick films, or under the condition &O,@kl =O. First, consider the application of these two limiting cases to the in-plane static field IP configuration. For case A, with the critical mode pair well outside the 2~~ band, one can obtain a simple analytical result for the spin wave instability minimum threshold-field amplitude, h$i*' . In order to demonstrate clearly the differences between the bulk theory and the thin tllm theory for the IP configuration, the general equation for h!tiiA) is developed in two steps. In the first step, one obtains h$*) = Min 
The right-hand side of Eq. (18) contains +k=O and 4k =?r/2 preference terms which are similar to the corresponding terms in the bulk theory. The difference from the bulk theory is twofold. First, the terms involving cos I$& and sin 4k.k now occur separately rather than in terms of a single coupling coeflicient as in Eq. (2). Second, the coupling term corresponding to a +k=O preference, the COs 4kPk X-ll term, is now multiplied by an additional 2/9r factor. These differences change significantly the #k preference for the minimum threshold critical modes in the IP configuration thin tim case.
Recall that in the bulk theory ap lied to the IP configuration, the condition pzWil > & R leads to a I$k=O preference for the minimum threshold critical modes. For YIG films and a nominal pump frequency of 10 GHz, the 2/7r reduction in coupling for this #k=O preference term is sufficient to change the $k preference for the minimum threshold critical modes to 1r/2. As a result, the minimum threshold critical mode k vector is now flipped in plane and the applicable term in Eq. ( 18) becomes the sin $,&-" term. Under these conditions, the thin film case A spin wave instability threshold amplitude for the IP conflguration is given by hi,t*'=Mid$dl p"-" 1) l~kx,,p.
Equation (19) has the same form as Eq. (14) for the bulk theory, except that pi-11 is replaced by /k-11 . In this thin film case A limit for the in-plane static field IP contiguration, therefore, one still expects to obtain a kink effect. There are differences from the bulk result, however, in that (1) the critical modes now have in-plane k vectors with #k='ir/2 and (2) the pX-11 function rather than the pi-11 function must be used for specific butterfly curve calculations and fits. Specific butterfly curve fits will be discussed in Sec. IV. Turn now to case B for the in-plane static field IP configuration. For case B(i), corresponding to &k<vk in the thick film limit, the ckkf coupling coefficients reduce to the diagonal ex ressions in Eqs. (2)-(4), .with ellipticity factors el and ej corresponding to the static in-plane field 7 configuration of Fig. 2(b) and the bulk hcrit formula given in Eq. ( 14) applies without modification. Case B(ii) is not applicable to thin films in the IP configuration. For the IP configuration with f$k=O, corresponding to nonzero kL , the relations lz=/cjj +e and sin2 ok=6 /(q +e > are satisfied. From Eq. (12), this leads to a spin wave frequency ok which is always an increasing function of kL . The condition aWk/akL =0 cannot be satisfied.
Consider now the critical modes and spin wave instability threshold field amplitudes for the perpendicular static field PI configuration, based on the ckk' coupling coefficient given by Eq. (17). As for the PI configuration, simple analytical solutions are possible for the case A and case B limits discussed above. In the case A limit, for the condition &+r]k, one obtains an expression for the spin wave instability threshold field amplitude hiti:*' given by h;,.$*'= (z-/2) * Min('?&/l cos &p;-' +isin dkpKL I > lmkk=m~2.
As for the IP configuration, one minimizes an expression of the form (qd I ci: I >, where & represents an effective diagonal-like coupling coefficient. In contrast with the situation for the IP configuration, however, the tit is now identical with the coupling coefficient in the bulk theory. The only difference between Eq. (20) for h&i*) and the bulk theory threshold is in the additional ?r/2 factor. Recall that in the bulk theory for the PI configuration, the condition $' > p$-' leads to a &=%-/2 preference. The same condition and preference apply here. The threshold hiti!*', therefore, can be written as = (r/2)h;;;k-1 .
Based on the above case A result, one would expect to observe a kink effect for subsidiary absorption in perpendicular magnetized thin films. One would also expect to observe thresholds which are larger by a factor of ?r/2 than for thick films. It is necessary, however, to consider also the case B situation for the PI configuration in thin films. Recall that case B corresponds to a situation for which the frequencies of the coupled modes are close together, relative to the relaxation rate qk, as shown schematically in Fig. 3 (b) . For case B(i), the bulk limit, one would obtain the bulk threshold, or hiiik-' . This, however, is not applicable to the thin film situation. Case B(ii) is applicable to the thin film situation. For the PI configuration, moreover, one can satisfy the case B(ii) condition, &Ok/akL =O, for particular values of the wave vector k or, equivalently, particular values of the wave number k and polar spin wave propagation angle tjk. Note that for the PI configuration, the connection between k1 , kll , and sin* ok is now given by sin2 &=G /(r;i +G ). From Eq. (l2), one can see that the spin wave frequency ok has a minimum with respect to kL . One may evaluate the aWk/akL -0 condition analytically and obtain (l+&Dk2=4?rMssin2 6,.
Recall that for case B, the bulk theory analytic expressions are applicable without modification. However, rather than using the Min minimization procedure to determine the lowest threshold critical mode among the available spin wave states at ok'a/2, one simply uses the condition &/ak, -0 as specified in Eq. (22). The critical mode in this case is specified by the spin wave dispersion equation, Eq. ( 12), with wk'&$,/2 and the additional (k,ek) connection from Eq. (22). Note that the critical mode for the PI configuration has #k=r/2. The threshold hitiiB' is given by j+ (B)
cl-it = (rldl Pi-l I 1 ~mpJ2,&Jak, =o*
Equation (23) involves no minimization procedure, insofar as the critical mode frequency @k=@d2, the mode wave-number k, and the mode propagation angles ok and #k are already completely specified. Hence, butterfly curves based on h&(tB) analyses will show no kink effect. The question of a kink effect for perpendicular magnetized films reduces, therefore, to a consideration of the case A and case B threshold microwave field expressions given by Eq. (2 1) for hiti!* ' and Eq. (23) for h$i". The observed threshold hcrit for a given value of the applied static field H,,, will correspond to the lowest of the two thresholds. The case A hiti(,*)threshold gives a kink effect. The case B hi,+fB' threshold gives no kink. Because of the minimization procedure, the case A threshold, hiti:*), would always be the lowest possible value if the ?r/2 multiplier in Eq. (2 1) was not present. This multiplier, however, forces an overall increase in the kink-related threshold. For YIG films at x band, these considerations make the hiriB' threshold the lowest value over most of the butterlly curve field range. Only at the extreme high field part of the butterfly curve does the case A threshold prevail. This result will be evident from the numerical analyses presented in the next section.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DlSCUSSlON
The butterfly curve data presented in Sec. II for the IP and PI configurations, and as shown in Fig. 1 , have been used as a basis for theoretical fits, following the theoretical development summarized in Sec. III. Fits were made for the three different theoretical hcrit expressions developed in Sec. III. For the in-plane static field IP configuration, the case A h&i*) threshold expression from Eq. (19) was used. For the perpendicular static field PI configuration, the case A hiti:*) threshold expression from Eq. (21) and the case B h&iB)threshold expression from Eq. (23) were used. The fitting procedure for all three expressions was the same as described in detail in Ref. trial function is critical in obtaining successful fits of the theory to the data. The fits obtained here for both the IP and the PI configurations were made with the same Uk(k)
The constant A, term in Eq. (24) represents all k-independent relaxation processes which contribute to the spin wave relaxation. Such processes include certain Kasuya-LeCraw losses, fast and slow impurity relaxation mechanisms, and k-independent three magnon relaxation terms. The B,L(k/k,) and the A, sin2( 28k) terms in Eq. (24) represent specific aspects of a k-dependent AHk(k) which were first derived by Sparks'* for the three magnon confluence relaxation process in YIG under various approximations. The L function is given by .
The function L( k/k,) is reasonably linear in k for kgO.1 k, or so, peaks at kz 1/2k,, and trails off slowly for kg k,. As discussed in Ref. do with the kink effect per se, the A I sin2 (28k) term in Eq. (24) is critical to the butterfly curve fits in general above the minimum threshold field position.2*13
Even though these k-dependent terms have some basis in theory, the form of Eq. (24) with the three explicit additive terms is justified mainly on the basis of the buttertly curve fits which could be uniquely obtained in Ref. (24) provides a very good quantitative fit to a rather complicated butterfly curve and also provides a consistent explanation for the kink effect. The corresponding jump in the critical mode k value from high to low values at the kink field, discussed in the Introduction, implies a jump in ok from about 30"-4U to 80"-85" or so. These jumps have been verified experimentally.3
First, consider again the subsidiary absorption data for the IP configuration shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Recall that for this case, the static field is in the film plane and the microwave field is out of plane. The subsidiary absorption butterfly curve in Fig. 1 clearly shows the kink effect. The applicable case A h,!!riiA) threshold expression from Eq. (19) in Sec. III, in conjunction with the operational relation for mk (k) in Eq. (24), was used to obtain a "best fit" theoretical butterfly curve to the data. The experimental butterfly curve from Fig. 1 (a) along with the results of this fit are shown in Fig. 4 . The fitting parameters for the curve in Fig. 1 Consider now the PI coniiguration with the static field and magnetization perpendicular to the film plane and the microwave field in plane. The experimental butterfly curve for this case was shown in Fig. 1 (b) and is shown again in the lower part of Fig. 5 . This butterfly curve shows no kink effect. For this configuration, as discussed in Sec. III, it is necessary to consider two different theoretical curves. First, one needs to use the case A hi,+!*' threshold expression from Eq. (2 1) in Sec. III, and determine the minimum threshold and the corresponding critical mode as a function of the static field. Second, one needs to utilize the case B hitiiBlB) threshold expression from Eq. (23) in Sec. III, and evaluate the threshold and critical mode k and ok values subject to the additional constraint on the dispersion specified by &qJdkl = 0, for which Eq. (23) is valid. Such curves have been calculated for the same Mk parameters used for the IP configuration fits shown in Fig. 4 . The results, in the same format as Fig. 4 , are shown in Fig. 5 .
The case A h~ti~A)theoretical butterfly curve is shown in the lower part of Fig. 5 . In this case, the need to obtain minimum threshold, and the effect of the AHk(k) function in Eq. (24) on this minimum threshold, leads to the same basic kink effect obtained in the IP configuration. The actual threshold microwave field amplitudes, however, are higher by the factor of ?r/2 because of the nonzero kL condition for the PI configuration discussed in Sec. III. Note that the case A h,,+, ' (*) theoretical values are larger than the corresponding theoretical values on the case A hiti solid curve in Fig. 4 by about this factor. Note also that the case A hi,+:*) curve is above the hCti, data in Fig. 5 , except for the extreme high field portion of the butterfly curve. We see that the theory in this case gives a kink effect, but that the threshold fields are higher than the measured thresholds.
Turn now to the case B httiiB' threshold curve in the lower part of Fig. 5 . This curve was obtained on the basis of Eq. (23) in Sec. III, the Same AHk(k> function from Eq. (24) used for the other theoretical curves, the same AHk parameters cited above, and the applicable PI case B dispersion constraint from the LJwk/JkL =0 condition as specified by Eq. (22) . This curve matches the PI configuration data almost perfectly.
Recall that for the case B h$iB' butterfly curve, there is no minimization procedure with respect to available (k, &, ok=w/2) modes as in the two previous cases just considered. The dwk/Jkl =0 dispersion constraint given in explicit form in Eq. (22), in combination with the dispersion relation in Eq. ( 12) for wk=c+f2 spin waves, compZeteZy specifies the case B h&iB' critical mode k and ok values. For case B, therefore, we have a smooth variation in the critical mode k and ok values with static field and no kink effect. It is remarkable that one can use the same AHk( k) trial function with the same numerical parameters for both the IP and the PI configurations, and obtain near perfect fits in both cases, one with and one without the kink effect. The diagram in the upper part of Fig. 5 shows the variations in the critical mode wave number k and the spin wave angle ok with static field associated with the case B hL jB) butterfly curve in the lower part of the figure. Both cnt k and ok simply decrease monotonically as the field increases. There are no jumps in the critical mode k or ok values with field, and there are no butterfly curve kinks.
We close this discussion by considering the critical mode k and f3k behaviors associated with the kink effect and the "no kink" effect just discussed from a somewhat different perspective. Figure 6 shows a standard schematic spin wave manifold picture of the spin wave frequency @k as a function of wave number k for fixed static field. The upper and lower band limit curves correspond to tjk propagation angles of 90" and 0" in the usual manner. The line of discontinuous slope in the diagram denotes the "trajectory" for the (k,B,) critical mode for a butterfly curve with the kink effect. At high k values, the critical mode follows a "trajectory" at 8ks35". When k decreases sufficiently, such that modes at kz0 become available for 6k values somewhat below go", the minimum threshold critical mode "jumps" to kz0 to reduce hu, through the step function effect in Eq. (24). After this "jump" k stays at zero and ok decreases to zero. This trajectory maps the k and ok variations shown in Fig. 4 versus field. Keep in mind that in the actual fixed frequency experiment, the spin wave frequency is fixed, the static field is increasing, and the spin wave band is moving up in frequency. The dot-dash line "trajectory" in Fig. 6 is intended simply to map the (k,ek) behavior of the critical mode.
Turn now to the smooth line trajectory in Fig. 6 . This line shows, in schematic form, the @k vs k variation which results from combining the spin wave dispersion equation of Eq. (12) and the additional constraint specified by Eq. (22). This trajectory is quite different from the dot-dash trajectory for the kink effect. In the IP configuration, the "kink" trajectory represents the minimum threshold critical mode and this trajectory yields the fitted butterfly curve shown in Fig. 4 and discussed above. In the PI configuration, the threshold microwave field amplitudes associated with the kink trajectory are increased by the rr/2 factor discussed above. As a result, the lowest threshold is obtained with the dashed line "no kink" trajectory. This threshold corresponds to the theoretical butterfly curve indicated by the solid line in Fig. 5 .
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The above discussion has presented ( 1) experimental data on subsidiary absorption spin wave instability threshold microwave fields and related butterfly curves for single crystal films of yttrium iron garnet (YIG), (2) a summary of a theory for first order spin wave instability processes in thin films, and (3) theoretical analysis and fits of operational threshold microwave field equations to the data.
The data were obtained at 10 GHz and room temperature for two field configurations, one with the static field in plane and the microwave field out of plane and the other for the static field out of plane and the microwave field in plane. For the first case, the IP configuration, one obtains a butterfly curve with a characteristic kink, similar to previously reported results for YIG spheres and in plane magnetized Elms. For the second case, the PI configuration, one obtains a smooth butterfly curve with no kink.
The theory, published separately, extends previous work to the specific case of thin magnetic films. Operational equations are developed for two limiting cases and the specific IP and PI configurations used in the measurements. The two limiting cases are (A) the thin film limit in which the mode spacing in frequency is much greater than the YIG spin wave relaxation frequency, and (B) a limit applicable to thick films or special modes for which the mode spacing is much less than YIG relaxation frequency.
Fits to the data were based on a previously developed operational equation for the k-dependent spin wave linewidth mk (k) which lead to a quantitative explanation for the kink effect in spheres and critical mode predictions which have been verified by light scattering measurements. The same linewidth equation with the same parameters could be used to successfully fit the theory to the data for both the IP and the PI configurations. The fits were able to reproduce the kink effect butterfly curve for the IP conf?guration and the smooth kink free butterfly curve for the PI configuration. The analysis of the critical modes associated with the fits revealed very different properties in the two cases. In the "kink" case, the critical modes show jumps in wave number and propagation angle consistent with the previous work. In the "no kink" case, the wave number and orooarration anele for the critical modes vary smoothly with field. These modes do not correspond to the minimum threshold critical modes expected from the bulk theory. Rather, they correspond to the modes needed to satisfy the B-limit mode spacing condition in the theory.
